Appendix A.
on the question of the admissibility of the Martin evidence and on the
passage of Mr. Justice Darling*s summing up, in which he dealt with
the Martin evidence. [The material sentences are quoted in full in the
report of Friday's hearing.]
The ATTOBNEy-GENEaAL--Sir Henry does not deny the existence cf the
rule under ^ which the Martin evidence was admitted, but he sars that
the admission of this evidence has gone beyond it; he trits to "restrict
the rule. I think I could answer him by" tie single case of R*x v
Thomson, [1918] A.C. 221, in the House of Lords, but he has been
good enough to refer to the earlier cases, not only exhaustively, but very
fairly, so I will make a few observations on them". This is no" new point,
but only the application to particular facts oi a principle alreadv well
known. (He cited the remarks of Lord Sumner to that effect is Jfr>,r v.
Thompson.)
This evidence was admitted because it was relevant to the i^&ae beixrr*
the jury, _ which was whether the arsenic was legitimately x^d ianj^etiTiy
in the prisoner's possession or not.
In this particular case the prosecution set oat to prove that the death
of Mrs. Ajmstrong was caused by arsenic, and by arsenic adrcicisterei
by the prisoner. The legal argument took place at a time cc-nveiiieni
to the defence, and the defence did admit that Mrs. Armstrong died c!
arsenical poisoning, but did not tie themselves to the defence of pi fide,
nor throw away any defence legitimately open to them. They said thut
the prisoner had nothing to do with it. The prosecution had to prove
that the arsenic was administered by the prisoner. We proved that the
prisoner was the only person at May-field, both in August, 1Q2C, and in
January and February, 1921. Miss Pearce was away in August. We ^rcvei
that he had purchased arsenic on "both occasions. He had arsenic in his
possession on his arrest. Before his arrest on 31st December, when aakeJ
if he would make a statement, he volunteered to make a full and complete
statement. That statement was important. It was dictated, but corrected
by the prisoner himself. It began by saying that he £" wished " to tntke
the statement. He stated there that" he was keeping the arsenic of llth
January to make a further trial of it as weed-killer later on. So far as
he (Armstrong) knew, no one else knew of the presence of arsenic in
the house.
Mr. justice shearman—What was the size of the small packet of
arsenic found on him? How was it folded? Is it here?
The attorney-genet*at^—Yes. my lord. It was described as being
folded like a teething-powder.
Mr. jttstice avory—I'm afraid we can't take judicial notice of that.
The packet was produced and handed to Mr, Justice Shearman-
The attobney-gejiebai,—I  cannot say whether it was folded exactly
like  that,   as   it  has   been  handled  by "several  people,  but   that   is  the
same paper and the same arsenic inside it.
Continuing, the evidence is admissible on this ground: here is a
statement, " I have arsenic in my possession." white arsenic is not
common, and its possession can usually be attributed to a particular
reason. The presence of a common thing like a gun in & prisoner"^
possession would require no explanation; arsenic does. This man, whom I
was marking out as one who had opportunity to commit this crime, had
said, "Tes; I had arsenic in my possession for a legitimate purpose."
I am entitled to show, " No; you had it for an illegitimate purpose,
for I can show that on a certain day you used it to attempt to mturder
Martin."
There is still another point. Armstrong's statement definitely says that
the 1921 arsenic was coloured with charcoal. H« is found in possession
of white arsenic, which might have been innocent. By this evidence
his possession was coloured.	^^

